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INTRODUCTION TO THIS DOCUMENT 

OG Power have developed a hand-washing station which “provides centralized, large 
scale hand washing capacity for temporary handwashing stations”. 

 

 

OUR TAKE-AWAYS: 

This is what we learned from this document: 

 The Eco Power Public Defender is OG Power’s solution to the real-world 
problem of hygiene which is appropriate for use in the current COVID-
19 pandemic.  This product provides centralised, large scale hand washing 
capacity ideal for events, facility entrances, and operations that require 
the ability to quickly and easily deploy temporary hand washing stations. 
 

 With built in heater, automatic soap and paper dispenser all activated 
with the remote foot switches and touch less control, it fits in with the 
new norm of contactless service. 
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Intent: The Eco Power Public Defender provides centralized, 

large scale hand washing capacity for temporary 

handwashing stations. Designed for large scale operations 

where the unit sees near-constant use. Ideal for 

construction, events, facility entrances, and operations that 

require the ability to quickly and easily deploy temporary 

hand washing solutions.  

Built in fresh water supply and grey water storage allows 

the unit to be completely maintenance-free during the 

duration of its deployment.  

Teaching people about handwashing helps them and their 

communities stay healthy. Handwashing education in the 

community: 

Our goal is to provide a solution to real word problems such as hygiene 
in this instance. With built in heater, automatic soap and paper dispenser 
all activated with the remote foot switches and touchless control.   

High-performance automation with a set and forget design that self 

manages fresh and grey water, water heating and tools to wash your hands 

to health guidelines.  

The rugged steel construction makes for a robust product that is capable of 

the service required in the construction and industrial markets. Easy to load 
and position on location. The Eco Power Public Defender has been made for 
portability; our unit can be easily transported and delivered to customers.  

An integrated cabinet storage system that enables local storage of paper 
towels and additional soap or supplies required for deployment  
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DIGITAL, CONNECTED, MODERN, AND RELIABLE CONTROL  
The rugged steel construction makes for a robust product that is capable of the service 

required in the construction and industrial markets. Easy to load and position on location. 

The Eco Power Public Defender has been made for porta-bility; our unit can be easily 

transported and delivered to customers. 
 
 An integrated cabinet storage system that enables local storage of paper towels and 

additional soap or supplies required for deployment 
 
 Optional: UV=C lighting system for time sanitation when workers and people are not 

present  
 Optional: forced air hand dryer 

system  
Optional: remote  

freshwater and grey water storage 

tank if permanent drain and fresh 

water supply is unavailable 
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